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Signal Lab Signal Lab™ takes SignLab signal-oriented and makes it sign workstation-oriented (from the ground up). The Signal
Lab software is tailor-made for sign makers, including digital sign makers, vinyl cutters and printers. It takes the best of

SignLab software and adds the best of SignLab design functionality, robust production management, and professional-class
delivery. Signal Lab is a high-end software solution, perfect for design/sign workstations in larger studios. It may

also be used at small sign shops that want higher-end design capabilities In addition to the regular monthly upgrades, CADlink also
offers a Software Subscription Services or a software Subscription with a keyless system for your shop. Subscriptions enable the use of

certain CADlink products without having to purchase any software. No new software licenses needed! SignLab DesignPro is a
subscription-based software package – meaning only a sign shop subscription is needed. Subscriptions to DesignPro are optional.

Anyone wishing to use DesignPro can buy DesignPro outright. However, it is also possible to have DesignPro as a subscription-
based software package. Signal Lab Signal Lab™ takes Signal Lab signal-oriented and makes it sign workstation-oriented (from the
ground up). The Signal Lab software is tailor-made for sign makers, including digital sign makers, vinyl cutters and printers. It takes

the best of Signal Lab software and adds the best of Signal Lab design functionality, robust production management, and professional-
class delivery. Signal Lab is a high-end software solution, perfect for design/sign workstations in larger studios. It may

also be used at small sign shops that want higher-end design capabilities
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you can now edit the input templates for vinyl jobs, allowing you to select the width and length of each vinyl cut. there are now more
workflow options when you send files to a printer. you can now specify whether you want to have the printer print to a blank acetate
sheet. you can also specify the printer’s set-up. if you want to use a printer that is a hybrid device, you can specify that. you can also

specify the paper size. there is a growing set of new standard production parameters to print complex jobs. you can now use the signal
to noise (sn) feature to change the amount of vinyl to produce for a given print job. and you can use the signal to spill (ss) feature to

change the amount of vinyl that should be allowed to spill onto a blank sheet. you can also specify whether you want to use the default
background color or the one you have specified in the job. the signlabs vinyl sign packages are being continually refined as ink

manufacturers continue to push the limits of high resolution, wide format printing. the signlabs vinyl sign packages meet this challenge
by providing designers with the capability to create and print full-color graphics on clear acrylic and vinyl media. designers can import
their full color artwork into the signlab vinyl package and let the software take care of the rest. to ensure that only necessary elements
of the artwork are printed, the package can be set to print only the background. digital print, the auto-paper option within the signlabs
vinyl sign packages, allows designers to choose between two print methods. to print a sign, designers choose their own paper size and
thickness and select from a choice of 100 media types. they can also set the print mode from 2-up down to a near-welded, single-sided
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